THE AMAZING DAY
room had been white with a thick deep blue rug and a couple of
comfortable white arm-chairs drawn up close to the flames . . .
You could not help being aware of quiet drama in the way those
two big West-End houses facing one another across that passage
off Green Park, were now piled up in irregular ramparts and battle-
ments ; all their secrets helpless and exposed. The bony framework
of a staircase climbing up and up and then suddenly vanishing into
air; a hot-water system looking peculiarly derelict, for hot-water
systems need human beings dependent on them, to justify their
existence; weeds and willow-herb in the sunken courts where the
masons had expensively laid the foundations of houses not yet old
enough to be ruins, prematurely given over to the lion and the
It would hardly have disconcerted me to see a lion
lizard
pad out from behind one of the broken columns and stroll down
to a pool of rusty rain-water to drink; not much more astonishing
than the plane-tree painted on a wall where no artist could have
dreamt his picture would have had so wide and careless a public.
No roof to the multitudinous walls, but casements torn and bare
on to blue sky, and a squadron of Spitfires above and behind,
drawing their patterns after them in loops and sharp white lines
crossing and re-crossing, and then slowly flattening with woolly
serrated edges... Such menace of movement and war's preparation,
but the two mansions were out of it now, and what was left of
them stood not in desolation but in dignity, unable ever to close
their doors, curtain their windows, and be private again.
To-day had been queerly carved out of strangeness. No, carved
is the wrong word; you must have solid substance before you can
carve it. To-day, if I had seen chimneys miraculously afloat and
unsupported above a ruin without a roof, I would have raised no
argument as to whether I were seeing true or not, but have accepted
it as part of the phantasmagoria; no more debatable than, high up
and far away above the wall with the plane-tree, after the fighters
had scrawled their arabesques and left the sky, that tiny silver
bladder with just enough of a baby-elephant resemblance to make
me want to croon a Dumbo lullaby.
But the men and women using this alley as a short cut, took no
account of strangeness. They had adapted themselves. I had
noticed them not noticing in Bond Street and Conduit Street, and
Savile Row and Bruton Street and Berkeley Square; not noticing
when they saw a fertile view of park and green trees at the end
of what had once been a blind street and a grim blockade of houses;

